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"They've Killed God; I Can't Feel God; My Soul Is Dead"
AstraZeneca Halts COVID-19 Vaccine Trials after Second
Volunteer "Develops Neurological problems"
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AstraZeneca revealed details of its large coronavirus vaccine trials on Saturday, the third inRAID
a wave
of rare disclosures by drug companies under

pressure to be more transparent about how they are testing products that are the world’s best hope for ending the pandemic.
Read Next Story

The release comes after a second vaccine test volunteer "Developed neurological problems." According to sources who claim to be familiar with the
vaccine trials, the second volunteer suddenly started saying "They've killed God; I can't feel God anymore - my Soul is dead" after the vaccine.
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This section of the article is only available for Subscribers who support this web site with $1 a week billed either Quarterly ($13) or monthly ($5).
This is necessary because this is a CLOUD-BASED web site. The way it works is YOU READ . . . I GET BILLED for "Data Transfer."
Despite being politely asked for voluntary donations, few people ever bothered to donate. Then, despite being asked to click an ad within a story to
generate ad revenue for this site, the majority of the general public couldn't be bothered with that, either. So there's no reason to give the general
public free news anymore; they don't pull their own weight.
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With tens-of-thousands of people reading stories here every day, the costs nearly drove the site out of business.
In order to be able to continue providing cutting-edge news, often hours or even DAYS before Drudge and most of the "mass-media" -- if they even
cover it at all -- I need to be able to sustain this effort. To do that, I rely on folks like YOU contributing a pittance of about $1 a week; which is chumpchange that you won't even miss! Yet that small amount makes all the difference in the world to the continued existence of this web site.
In the Vnal analysis, knowledge is power. Getting information Vrst, or info that other sources simply don't report, is usually well worth a few bucks
in the long run.
Please click here to choose a subscription plan in order to view this part of the article.
Subscribers LOGIN to see the story.
*** If you are having trouble logging-in, email: Hal.Turner@HalTurnerRadioShow.com
YOU MUST SET YOUR WEB BROWSER TO "ACCEPT COOKIES" FROM THIS SITE IN ORDER TO LOGIN OR ELSE YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO SEE
PREMIUM CONTENT.
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